Classically, black holes are compact objects with perfect semi-permeable horizons: Anything may enter, nothing may leave. We consider an axiomatic approach that applies to any black hole type, including arbitrarily near-extremal black holes, that can unitarily evaporate away completely by any mechanism. We show that a quantum black hole must either have a leaky horizon (allowing quantum information out), or it must look very different from its classical counterpart having an external neighborhood consisting of exotic matter with super-ordinary entropic content (such as an 'atmosphere' of microscopic black holes).
Classically, black holes are compact objects with perfect semi-permeable horizons: Anything may enter, nothing may leave. We consider an axiomatic approach that applies to any black hole type, including arbitrarily near-extremal black holes, that can unitarily evaporate away completely by any mechanism. We show that a quantum black hole must either have a leaky horizon (allowing quantum information out), or it must look very different from its classical counterpart having an external neighborhood consisting of exotic matter with super-ordinary entropic content (such as an 'atmosphere' of microscopic black holes).
The black hole information paradox 1 points to a fundamental clash between gravity and quantum mechanics. The paradox relies centrally on the mechanism by which a black hole evaporates and was derived specifically for pair creation into vacuum 1 . Pair creation has remained the most fundamental and hence most well accepted mechanism for black hole evaporation. However, the discovery of the black hole 'energetic curtain' 2 (also known as a 'firewall' 3, 4 ) from the Page time onwards (when onehalf the black hole's initial entropy has evaporated away) casts doubt on the validity of pair creation into vacuum as the universal mechanism by which a black hole evaporates for the vast majority of its lifetime (see Ref. 5 for earlier evidence and the Supplementary Information for an alternative argument).
Here we recast the information paradox in an axiomatic manner that does not rely on any specific evaporation mechanism. Our approach allows us to do away with many conventional assumptions, e.g., the need to i) quantify information content beyond measures of entropy; ii) rely at all on the quantum state within the black hole; iii) rely on a finite dimensionality for the black hole interior Hilbert space; or iv) rely on physics at the Planck scale. We begin by stating three, widely accepted axioms:
I. Unitary evolution. For unitarity to be preserved during black hole evaporation, a black hole cannot stop evaporating when it reaches some 'stable remnant' [6] [7] [8] , nor can its interior 'bud off' as a baby universe 6, 9 . Thus, this axiom implies that black holes evaporate away completely and unitarily.
II. Black holes are classically causal. The causal structure of a classical black hole implies that the event horizon of a quantum black hole is a perfect semipermeable membrane 1 . Our argument will not rely on this property for Planck-scale black holes.
III. Weak correspondence principle. To reconcile gravity with quantum mechanics, the environment of a black hole must look alike, whether classical or quantum mechanical. To enforce an exact correspondence, black holes are typically assumed to evaporate into vacuum (as seen by an infalling observer). Our third axiom makes a weaker statement that externally, quantum black holes do not look too different from their theoretical classical counterparts. In particular, the region surrounding a quantum black hole does not consist of exotic matter with super-ordinary entropic content (such as an 'atmosphere' of microscopic black holes).
We now show that the above three axioms are inconsistent: The presence of an ideal horizon (II) leads either to the failure of complete unitary evaporation (violating I) or to an exotic atmosphere (violating III).
Classically-causal radiation production:-Although our analysis applies to any unitary radiation production mechanism we shall specifically describe it in the context of black hole radiation. First, we associate our process with some specific black hole and presume that to an excellent approximation radiation is not produced arbitrarily far away. In other words, we suppose that there is some finite region encompassing the black hole within which the radiation is generated.
Based on the no-communication decomposition theorem 10 (see Fig. 1a ) any generic unitary process acting across a horizon and generating black hole radiation can be decomposed into a pair of unitary subprocesses which act exclusively on either side of the horizon 11 (see Fig. 1b ). We label those external degrees-of-freedom in the black hole's neighborhood as subsystem N before the action of the externally-acting unitary, W , and those that remain in this neighborhood afterwards as subsystem N . Similarly, the operation V , acting exclusively on the internal degrees-of-freedom, maps subsystems B and C to subsystem B . Here subsystem C is included to represent the possibility of a 'reverse communication' channel as allowed from the no-communication decomposition theorem (see Fig. 1a ).
We may use the circuit shown in Fig. 1b to represent the generation of any amount of black hole radiation, which we label subsystem R . Thus, we might consider using R for the production of each individual radiated quanta. Similarly, we might instead consider using it for the entire radiation generated during some long epoch of a black hole's lifetime. We shall take this latter approach.
Further, we note that Fig. 1b is not to be interpreted as a spacetime diagram. In particular, we do not require that there is any space-like hypersurface which simultaneously cuts through the subsystems there displayed. For example, we do not require that subsystem C all arrives in one block for processing inside the black hole by the unitary operation V . From this perspective, a quantum circuit diagram is a very flexible and powerful construct (see the Supplementary Information for a generalization that includes arbitrary infallen matter). 
where H extra are any extra degrees-of-freedom not otherwise mentioned. These different decompositions simply reflect the fact that subsystem B is unitarily related to the joint subsystem (B, C). Similarly, subsystem N is unitarily related to the joint subsystem (C, N , R ). These relationships and Fig. 1b then lead to the following intuitive observation: Any entanglement that exists between late and early epoch radiation, R and R, must have come from entanglement between N and R, since entanglement cannot be created non-locally. We shall see that this intuition places powerful constraints on the compatibility of our three axioms. In order to obtain a contradiction from this intuition, we start by introducing the quantum mutual information
which provides a measure of correlations (both quantum and classical) between subsystems X and Y . Here S(X) is the von Neumann entropy. Now strong subadditivity
of the von Neumann entropy has been used before in the context of black holes 3, 4 . Adding S(Z) to both sides and rearranging the terms allows us to rewrite it more conveniently in terms of the quantum mutual information
(By comparison the analogous relation for von Neumann entropies, S(X) ≤ S(X, Y ), is untrue.) It is now easy to see that
This only requires observing that subsystems (C, N , R ) and N are unitarily related, as noted above so that S(C, N , R : R) ≡ S(N : R), then Eq. (5) follows as a straight-forward application of Eq. (4). Note that the inequality (5) only involves correlations between external degrees-of-freedom and hence relates quantities which are, in principle, directly observable. This inequality forms our main analytic result and is just one consequence of Fig. 1 which describes an arbitrary classicallycausal and unitary radiation production process. In order to understand its implications we now consider what black hole physics tells us about the quantities involved.
Implications from the weak correspondence principle:-In studying an evaporating black hole one typically relies on Hawking's insight that an observer might be expected to see a low energy (possibly even the vacuum) state as she freely falls past the horizon. Unfortunately, she cannot report any behavior she finds once past the horizon. It therefore makes sense to construct a criterion for quantum black holes that is based solely on the external degrees-of-freedom (here labeled N and N for the respective states prior and posterior to the evaporation epoch of interest). Indeed, these external subsystems might be expected to display entanglement across the horizon (as they would across any boundary 2 ). Therefore we cannot necessarily assume their having low entropy.
Instead we will argue that the external state seen by the infalling observer must be at best weakly correlated with the radiation subsystem. Indeed, this holds identically for any pure state like the vacuum. Further, unlike the entropy, this property is inherited by any subsystem such as the external degrees-of-freedom. We therefore assume that there exists a parameter η 1, such that
where S BH is the black hole's initial thermodynamic entropy and we henceforth set the Boltzmann constant to one. Should this condition fail, an infalling observer would see an incredibly mixed state (e.g., a near uniform mixture of roughly 10 10 77 orthogonal quantum states for an initially stellar mass black hole) as she approached the horizon and correspondingly huge energies.
Indeed, we can easily estimate the parameter η based on 't Hooft's entropic bound 6 . He showed that if one excludes configurations of ordinary matter whose energies are so large that they inevitably undergo gravitational collapse, one finds S matter ≤ A 3/4 (where A is the surface area surrounding the matter in Planck units). Therefore, excluding the possibility of exotic matter with superordinary entropic content in the external neighborhood implies that η (µ 3 /S BH ) 1/4 , where the surface area of the external neighborhood is chosen to be µ times that of the original black hole. The condition that η 1 is easily satisfied for any but the most microscopic initial black holes (even for large neighborhoods, e.g., µ = 10 4 ). Thus, were our condition (6) to fail, a quantum black hole's exterior would be radically different from its theoretical classical counterpart. (See the Supplementary Information for a generalization of the weak correspondence principle.)
Implications from unitarily generated radiation:-Returning now to our analysis of the terms in Eq. (5) let us consider the correlations between the late and early epoch radiation 3, 4, 13 . As already noted in the introduction, the general consensus today is that for unitarity to be preserved a black hole must evaporate completely as radiation. As such, the quantum state of the sum total of the radiation should be pure and hence have zero net von Neumann entropy. Our best understanding of the growth and decay of the (von Neumann) entropy of black hole radiation comes from models based on random unitaries 2, 13 . Within such models, the entropy of radiation grows monotonically (at almost exactly the maximal rate of one bit's worth of entropy per qubit of radiation) until the Page time. From the Page time onwards the entropy in the net radiation (i.e., including the radiation from the early epoch) monotonically decreases at the same rate, reaching a net value of zero when the black hole has evaporated away. Because the global state of the net radiation is pure, the early epoch radiation and late epoch radiation are (nearly maximally) entangled with each other; each carrying almost exactly one-half the entropy of the initial black hole (S BH ). The huge dimensionalities involved guarantee that this monotonic rise and fall of the radiation's entropy must constitute the generic behavior for any unitarily evaporating black hole 2 . Paradox:-Consider now the scenario where we follow a black hole to a relatively late stage of its complete evaporation. In particular, when its area has shrunk to some small fraction of its original size, but is still much larger than the Planck scale so the decomposition shown in Fig. 1b should still hold true and Planck scale physics may be excluded. In this case the net radiation so far can be split into pre-Page time radiation R and post-Page time radiation R (produced up until the black hole has reached this specified fraction of its original area). Consequently, the joint state (R , R) will be very nearly pure so that S(R , R) is negligible, but S(R ) S(R) 1 2 S BH . More precisely, we suppose there exists a parameter ε 1 such that
We now easily see that we have a paradoxical situation by combining Eq. (7) with Eq. (6) into Eq. (5) yielding
whatever the details of the radiation process. (The relationship between this result and the firewall paradox is explored in the Supplementary Information as is its generalization to include infallen matter.) Discussion:-We must accept one (or more) of: (a) black holes cannot unitarily evaporate away completely; (b) there is a violent failure of the correspondence principle; (c) there is at least a weak violation of the classical causal structure of a quantum black hole since a black hole's horizon can allow (quantum) information out.
Both options (a) and (b) have observational consequences. Indeed, any loss of unitarity would infect almost every other quantum mechanical process 6 . Similarly, a failure of the correspondence principle would imply either the existence of exotic matter surrounding a black hole, or its atmosphere would need to extend to truly enormous proportions implying that black holes would in fact not be compact objects.
By comparison, option (c) only requires that the Hilbert space within the black hole 'leak away' -we would call such a mechanism tunneling 2,14,15 -and we would conclude that the black hole radiation originates from within the horizon 16 . Option (c) therefore appears to be the least extreme choice among the possible resolutions, having no direct observational consequences other than allowing for the preservation of unitarity and the correspondence principle.
Our version of the paradox precludes any difficulties with information preservation due to the possible existence of a singularity within the black hole by: i) presuming unitarity from the outset; and ii) only investigating the physics of black holes external to the horizon. This is both the strength and the weakness of our approach as it implies that our putative resolution literally scratches the surface of the original information paradox.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
The firewall argument recast Let us express the key entropic strong subadditivity inequality, Eq. (3), from the firewall paper 4 in terms of our notation from Fig. 1b . We immediately obtain
S(R, R ) + S(C, R ) ≥ S(R ) + S(C, R , R),
or equivalently as
The argument then goes that with regard to the specific mechanism of pair creation into vacuum, the joint subsystem (C, R ) should be pure, signaling the so-called "no drama" scenario of an infalling observer, and hence the right-hand-side of Eq. (10) should be zero. However, the left-hand-side of this equation can be as large as the black hole's initial entropy, S BH , implying a contradiction. Crucially, this argument relies explicitly on i) pair creation into vacuum as the mechanism of radiation; and hence ii) ignoring any explicit role of the external neighboring degrees-of-freedom, N and N , from participating in the long-term dynamics of the evaporating black hole. As we noted in our introduction, wanting to escape from the former assumption was the motivation for the present paper. It is the latter assumption, however, which reveals a critical flaw in the firewall argument.
In particular, we now know that entanglement across any boundary (such as the horizon) is the natural consequence of the quantum fields across that boundary being in any non-singular (finite-energy) configuration 2 . Further, it is now widely accepted that the trans-horizon entanglement of any quantum fields whose quantum state is not too far from the vacuum will scale as the area of the horizon 17 . Thus, as a black hole evaporates, partand-parcel of a complete description of the overall dynamics must include the dynamics that proportionally decreases the trans-horizon entanglement. The Hawking process fails to do this. Therefore, we cannot have confidence that it alone describes the long-term dynamics of an evaporating black hole.
In particular, although for a static horizon, such as the Rindler horizon, these external neighborhood modes completely decouple from the Hawking radiation, this is simply not possible for a non-static, shrinking horizon, such as in the scenario of an evaporating black hole. In this case, we can no longer rely on the intuition from the Hawking process that N and N will remain unentangled from the joint subsystem (C, R ). Thus, the existence of a firewall at the horizon would appear to require extra assumptions such as an initially finite Hilbert space dimensionality for the black hole interior which consequently shrinks during the evaporation process 2 . Despite this difficulty, let us recast the firewall argument in a manner that overcomes both of the limiting assumptions mentioned above. Relying on the left-hand circuit of Fig. 1b only we easily see that
where we use Eq. (4) and the fact that the joint subsystems (B , N , R ) and (B, N ) are unitarily related, so that S(B , N , R : R) ≡ S(B, N : R) (see Fig. 1b ). Now taking the conditions leading to Eq. (7), we find that the near maximal entanglement between post-and pre-Page time radiation, R and R, respectively, must have come from near maximal entanglement between early epoch radiation, R, and the joint subsystem (B, N ) describing the degrees-of-freedom within and surrounding the black hole at the Page time. Note that unlike Eq. (5), Eq. (11) does not require that the horizon be classically causal as it does not impose the no-communication decomposition. Combining Eqs. (7) and (11) would then imply that the joint subsystem (B, N ) (i.e., when tracing out early epoch radiation, R) must be in an incredibly mixed state (e.g., a near uniform mixture of roughly 10 10 77 orthogonal quantum states for an initially stellar mass black hole). Thus, an infalling observer will necessarily encounter significant "drama". However, the problem is that this analysis cannot specify the location of this drama; it may occur anywhere in the joint (B, N ) subsystem. The most natural assumption would be that it occurs near the metric singularity well within the black hole interior; where an infalling observer into even a theoretical classical black hole fully expects to encounter drama; and presumably where the infalling partners to the Hawking radiation have ended up. Thus, when we explicitly incorporate the external degrees-of-freedom surrounding the black hole, N and N , the force behind the generic firewall argument is dissipated.
Generalizing weak correspondence
We may extend the weak correspondence principle to read, there exists a parameter η 1 such that
where 'Ref' denotes any distant reference subsystem and S BH is the black hole's initial thermodynamic entropy. The reasoning is identical to that used to support Eq. (6).
As an example of the utility of this generalization let us use it to examine any theory which claims that information about infallen matter may be stored externally of the event horizon 6,18-21 . To do so, let us first recall that for an initially collapsed large black hole, the information content of the matter that formed it can be as high as O(S 3/4 BH ) from 't Hooft's entropic bound 6 . Let us further consider a scenario where as the black hole slowly evaporates we replace each Hawking quanta with another quanta of infallen information. We may keep this process up for a duration as long as the Page time without the information about the infallen matter being radiated away 2, 13 . By this procedure, we have created a black hole with the same thermodynamic entropy, S BH , as the original black hole, yet where the infallen matter itself has entropy O(S BH ).
Without loss of generality, we may suppose that the infallen matter's entropy comes from it being entangled with some distant external reference subsystem 'Ref'. In this case, we may immediately invoke our generalized weak statement of the correspondence principle to argue that the black hole so constructed, cannot look anything like a classical black hole in any theory where information about the infallen matter is stored (or accessible) externally. Thus, for example, black hole complementarity proposes to have two copies of the information about infallen matter; one that is accessible only internally and a second copy externally 18, 20 . Similarly, fuzzball complementarity assumes that the information about infalling matter resides in a fuzzball structure that lies outside the horizon 21 . However, for black holes as constructed above, the information content is so large that the external region carrying this information can only consist of a super-entropic exotic matter or more likely the horizon must expand to encompass this information. Thus, any theory which claims to store information about infallen matter externally 6,18-21 will necessarily imply an extreme failure of the correspondence between quantum and classical black holes; presumably violating its whole raison d'être.
Generics of black hole radiation
In the manuscript we considered a black hole with thermodynamic entropy S BH which can completely evaporate into a net pure state of radiation. As discussed, the generic evaporative dynamics of such a black hole may be captured by the random sampling of subsystems from an initially pure state consisting of S BH qubits 2,13 . This either neglects infallen matter or assumes it is pure.
In order to extend our analysis to include infallen matter carrying some (von Neumann) entropy S matter , we need only take the initially pure state used above and replace it with a bipartite pure state consisting of two subsystems: S BH qubits to represent the degrees-of-freedom that evaporate away as radiation; and a reference subsystem. Without loss of generality, the matter's entropy may be treated as entanglement between these two subsystems, however, here we shall simplify our analysis by assuming uniform entanglement between the black hole subsystem and S matter reference qubits. The generic properties of the radiation may then again be studied by random sampling the former subsystem to simulate the ejection of radiation 2 . The behavior is generic and for our purposes may be summarized in terms of the radiation's von Neumann entropy, S(R), as a function of the number of qubits in this radiation subsystem. One finds 2 that S(R) initially increases by one qubit for every extra qubit in R, until it contains 1 2 (S BH + S matter ) qubits. From that stage on it decreases by one qubit for every extra qubit in R until it drops to S matter when R contains S BH qubits and the black hole has completely evaporated.
Because the von Neumann entropy of a randomly selected subsystem only depends on the size of that subsystem, the same behavior is found whether R above represents the early or late epoch radiation with respect to any arbitrary split. Further, in the simplest case where we choose the joint radiation (R, R ) to correspond to the net radiation from a completely evaporated black hole we may immediately write down the generic behavior for the quantum mutual information S(R : R).
In particular, S(R : R) starts from zero when R consists of zero qubits. From then on, it increases by two qubits for every extra qubit in R until S(R : R) reaches S BH − S matter when R contains 1 2 (S BH − S matter ) qubits. From that stage on until R contains 1 2 (S BH + S matter ) qubits S(R : R) remains constant, after which S(R : R) decreases by two qubits for every extra qubit in R until it drops to zero once the R contains the full S BH qubits of the completely evaporated black hole 2 . Interestingly, it is during region where S(R : R) is constant that the information about the infallen matter becomes encoded into R for the first time 2 . Finally, setting S matter to zero gives the 'standard' behavior for S(R) and S(R : R) upon which the results in the manuscript are derived.
Including infallen matter
In the main body of the manuscript we did not explicitly include entropy associated with infallen matter. Fig. 2 shows the most general scenario. Subsystem I denotes the matter that falls into the region surrounding the black hole where radiation is produced. Thus, we suppose that late epoch radiation can in principle come from the joint subsystem (N, I). In this figure we also include subsystem I early which denotes matter that has fallen into the region surrounding the black hole at an earlier epoch or indeed matter that may have collapsed to form the black hole in the first place.
We start as before applying strong subadditivity expressed in terms of quantum mutual information S(R : R) ≤ S(C, N , R : R) = S(N, I : R) = S(N : R),
Here, we use the fact that joint subsystems (C, N , R ) and (N, I) are unitarily related. Finally, the most natural assumption is that the infallen matter I is independent of the quantum state of the black hole, (B, N ), or its early epoch radiation R. The originally derived inequality of Eq. (5) is therefore found to still hold in the presence of infallen matter.
From the analysis including infallen matter given in the previous section we have enough to complete our analysis. As in the manuscript, we take R to be all the early epoch radiation until the Page time, and we let R denote all the radiation generated from the Page time onwards until the black hole has shrunk to a size much smaller than the original black hole, but still much larger than the Planck scale. In this case, instead of Eq. (7), we suppose that there exists a parameter ε 1 such that where S matter ≡ S(I early , I) is the net entropy contained in all the infallen matter. Next, combining this with our weak correspondence principle, Eq. (6), we find 1 − S matter S BH ≤ + η 1.
Once again we obtain a contradiction except in the extreme and unphysical case of a black hole whose infallen matter contains virtually as much entropy as the entire black hole's Bekenstein-Hawking entropy S BH . Thus, the conclusions given in the manuscript hold even when the analysis is extended to include infallen matter.
